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400 Words

from Joseph R. D’Ambrosi, graduate student,
University of Central Florida

You Must Know Theory to Act
often find myself debating with other
theatre artists, particularly young actors,
about the relevancy of acting theory in theatre practice. They argue that the development of acting is a result of “doing theatre”
rather than wasting time studying the
rarely employed theories of the far-distant
past. However, I believe that studying the
evolution of acting and applying acting
theory to contemporary theatre practice
is essential to the growth and further advancement of the craft. Here’s why:
At the core, we act to embody the human experience in a way that surpasses the
efficiency of the spoken or written word;
since human beings have the innate ability
to create something from nothing, we make
theatre to bring stories to life, to tell the
truth. It is the actor’s job to communicate

I

this information from the stage to the audience. But what is the most effective way to
do so? Over the last 3,000 years, actors have
developed hundreds of theories to answer
this loaded question. History shows us that
there are many successful methods of acting. Therefore, to know which one works
best for your own practice, it is imperative
to understand the theories that have come
before you.
Applying theory to theatre practice leads
to the further development of acting technique for modern actors. Sanford Meisner
developed his technique after working
closely with Lee Strasberg at the Group
Theatre in New York. Strasberg’s “method”
style of acting is highly influenced by the
ideas of Konstantin Stanislavsky. These artists developed their ideas using other theo-

ries as building blocks; they expanded on
the ideas that worked for them and revised
those that did not. Thus, experimenting
with existing theories may lead to the foundation of the next big idea in contemporary
theatre practice. Who knows? Perhaps your
theory will be studied next.
From classical styles of acting to postmodern realism, we owe the theories
behind our practice to the many theatre
artists who have come before us. I challenge anyone who has a passion for acting
to faithfully study and apply the theories
behind the art. This not only honors theatre’s history, but it enriches the quality
of performance and secures the successful
future of the actor. n
Have an opinion you would like to share on
a topic related to theatre? Send your column
of 400 words or less to deanna@setc.org.

creator of
A THEATRICAL LICENSING COMPANY

TO RECEIVE A PERUSAL SCRIPT OR TO LICENSE
YOUR OWN PRODUCTION CONTACT:

www.TedSwindleyProductions.com
FOR OTHER EXCITING, CROWD PLEASING SHOWS VISIT OUR WEBSITE!
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This issue of Southern Theatre looks back at the inspiring call to action provided
by our keynote speakers at the 2015 SETC Convention in Chattanooga. If there
was a theme to this year’s presentations, it was the power that resides in each of
us to change our lives, our work and the theatre.
Entertainment legend Ben Vereen, SETC’s 2015 Distinguished Career Award

winner and the Saturday keynote speaker, enthralled a standing-room-only crowd
with his personal story and his entreaty to those in attendance to take charge of
their own destinies and become warriors for the arts. Paul Crook shares Vereen’s
story and advice.
Renowned voice teacher Kristin Linklater also mesmerized a large audience,
urging those attending her Friday keynote presentation to recognize the power
of their voices, the importance of mindfulness, and the vital role that breath plays
in the craft of acting. Kim Doty provides highlights from Linklater’s presentation
and her masterclasses.
Theatre without words took center stage Thursday, when Paata Tsikurishvili
of the Washington, DC, metro area’s Synetic Theater delivered a keynote address
which included demonstrations of the physical theatre that has won Synetic
multiple awards. In a story by George Hillow, Tsikurishvili discusses his methods
and why he sees such innovations as the future of 21st century theatre.

Kim Doty, SETC Communications Specialist
Denise Halbach, Independent Theatre Artist (MS)
Philip G. Hill, Furman University (SC)

Katie Dawson’s keynote address and Teachers Institute presentation, which
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The importance of reflexivity in teachers and artists was the cornerstone of

theories, along with some exercises for teachers.
At the convention, we surprised former SETC President Alan Litsey with
the Suzanne M. Davis Memorial Award, our most prestigious award for one of
SETC’s own. On Page 30, Pat Gagliano shares details of Litsey’s contributions
to SETC. We also publish abstracts from the winners of SETC’s Young Scholars
Award in this issue.
In our regular “400 Words” opinion column, Joseph D’Ambrosi implores today’s artists to recognize the value of applying acting theory to theatre practice.
We close out the magazine with a review by Bill Gelber of Bertolt Brecht: A Literary
Life, the first major English biography of Brecht in 20 years.
I hope this issue of Southern Theatre inspires you to take on the mantle of
becoming a warrior for the arts and motivates you to own the responsibility of
bringing new and innovative theory practices to theatre.

Tiza Garland, SETC President
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Ben Vereen
Change Your Mind, Change Your Life

by Paul B. Crook

Sliding onto the stage with a smooth, rolling, dancer’s gait
that belied his 68 years, Broadway, television and film legend
Ben Vereen immediately captivated his audience by pulling
a hand-carved recorder from his pocket and launching into
a tune. As the last notes echoed around the quiet ballroom in
the Chattanooga Convention Center, Vereen challenged those
in attendance: “Are you energized? Are you fortified? Are you
ready for this magnificent journey?” And with that crescendo,
SETC’s 2015 Distinguished Career Award winner began a
keynote presentation that focused on the power of positive
thinking, the importance of creativity, and the vital need for
the arts in our lives.
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When You Fall On Your Back, Get Up

him to church – which provided his introduction to

Positivity and a willingness to accept opportunity

singing. Embracing these two opportunities – with

have served as a foundation for Ben Vereen his entire

a willingness to be different from so many young

life. Talking about his childhood in Brooklyn, Vereen

people around him – set Vereen on the path that

highlighted two such opportunities. The first came

would eventually lead to a lifetime of performance.

when a man saw young Ben playing on the streets

From those humble beginnings, Vereen was led to

and asked his mother if he could take Ben to dance

his first musical theatre experience in a production of

school – which he loved. Later, opportunity arrived

The King and I at the Brooklyn Academy of Music’s

in the form of a woman named Mary Eddy, who

junior high school. The principal then secured an

sought permission from Vereen’s mother to take

audition for Vereen at the High School of Performing

Ben Vereen: Bio and Career Highlights
BROADWAY ROLES AND AWARDS INCLUDE:
1968: Hair (Claude), Broadway debut
1971: Jesus Christ Superstar (Judas)
Nominee, Tony Award, Best Featured Actor in a Musical
Winner, Theatre World Award
1972: Pippin (Leading Player)
Winner, Tony Award, Best Actor in a Musical.
Winner, Drama Desk Award, Outstanding Performance
1985: Grind (Leroy)
1992: Jelly’s Last Jam (Chimney Man)
1999: Fosse (Performer)
2002: I’m Not Rappaport (Midge)
2005: Wicked (The Wonderful Wizard of Oz)

Ben Vereen
poses with SETC
President Jack
Benjamin after
accepting SETC’s
Distinguished
Career Award at
the annual awards
banquet.

FILM/TV CREDITS AND AWARDS INCLUDE:
1969:

Sweet Charity (Dancer)

1975:

Funny Lady (Bert Robbins)
Nominee, Golden Globe Award
Best Acting Debut in a Motion Picture

1977:

Roots (Chicken George)
Nominee, Emmy Award
Best Actor in a Drama Series

1979:

All That Jazz (O’Connor Flood)

1980:

Tenspeed and Brown Shoe (Tenspeed
Turner)

1981:

Pippin: His Life and Times (Leading Player)
Nominee, CableACE Award
Best Actor in a Theatrical or Musical
Program

1984:
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Ellis Island (Roscoe Haines)

Nominee, Golden Globe Award
Best Supporting Actor in a Made-for-TV
Movie
1983-85: Webster (Uncle Phillip)
1986:

Zoobilee Zoo (Mayor Ben)

1991-93: Silk Stalkings (Capt. Ben Hutchinson)
2007:

Grey’s Anatomy (guest starring as Archie)
Winner, Prism Award
Best Performance in a Drama Series
Episode

2010-14: How I Met Your Mother (recurring role as
Sam Gibbs)
2014:

Top Five (father of Chris Rock’s character)

2015:

Time Out of Mind (Dixon)

Arts, where he auditioned for three bona fide luminaries: choreography legends Martha Graham, George
Balanchine and Jerome Robbins. He was accepted to
the school – and Vereen’s world began expanding in
Photos by David Humber

life-changing ways as he attended musical performances, dance concerts and plays.
Soon he landed his first job, in The Prodigal Son
by Langston Hughes. It was during the production
of Son that Vereen began to see the benefits of turning negativity into positive thinking. Frustrated by
a backstage argument during the show one night,
Vereen stormed out of the theatre, only to run into
Langston Hughes himself. The legendary writer took

the performance was edited for TV in such a way

Vereen to dinner and taught him a lesson that would

that Vereen’s intent was lost. Afterward, Vereen was

continue to serve him throughout his career: “When

essentially blackballed by the entertainment industry.

you fall on your back, look up, and get up.”

He credits positive thinking and a reliance on spiri-

Everyone fails and everyone falls, Vereen told his
SETC audience. The key, he said, is to “not make it a

tuality for his survival during this difficult time until
he finally began to secure work again.

career move. Don’t pull others down with you.” He

“Who heals me is in this room … woke me up this

exhorted his listeners to learn from the down times

morning,” Vereen said. “The Divine One you may call

in life and to put those lessons to use. The lessons

Jesus, Muhammad, Buddha, Yahweh … the Spirit

(and the learning) are the way people can turn nega-

within.”

tives into positives, he noted. As Hughes did for him,

Vereen encouraged his audience to listen to the in-

Vereen encouraged his SETC audience to look for and

ner spirit that we all have and to draw strength from

be open to “the angels who will lift us up.”

it. “There are many trails to the top of the mountain,”

Whether in his comments or his responses to ques-

Vereen said, “but there is only one mountain. Get to

tions from the audience, Vereen continually returned

the top of the mountain.”

to the same theme: “Change your mind; change your

Shoot for the Moon

life.” Vereen talked of how he has used that mantra

Spirituality did not just play into Vereen’s com-

himself to overcome challenges, including the near-

ments about positivity, but permeated his words

fatal injuries he received after being involved in two

about creativity as well. Early in his talk, Vereen

car accidents on the same day in 1992, and before

noted that “any holy book you read starts with, ‘In

that, his ostracism after a performance at the 1981

the beginning, God created,’ “ going on to assert that

inauguration gala of President Ronald Reagan. In that

the act of creation and being creative is integrally

performance, Vereen donned blackface to pay tribute

woven into the fabric of the universe. Because we, as

to – and underscore the racism suffered by – Bert

artists, are chosen, we must embrace that choice in

Williams, a popular African-American entertainer in

our creativity and “shoot for the moon,” he said. “At

the vaudeville era who performed in blackface. But

least you’ll land among the stars.”

Above, left: Kristofer
Geddie (left), chair
of SETC’s Cultural
Diversity Committee
and the director of
diversity at Venice
Theatre in Florida,
applauds after
introducing Ben
Vereen at his SETC
Convention keynote
address on Saturday.
Vereen is holding the
recorder he played to
open his speech.
Above: Vereen answers
questions from the
audience following his
presentation.
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Humans, according to Vereen, are essentially
creative in their everyday lives. He noted that one of

Every night is

Many in the audience remembered him as Mayor

consider what we’re going to wear for the day. (This

Ben on the children’s show Zoobilee Zoo and from

comment drew a large laugh from his audience, which

appearances on The Muppet Show. When responding

earlier had heard him confess to wearing hastily

to a question about being on those shows, Vereen

purchased and ill-fitting pants, due to lost luggage

highlighted the importance of talking to children and

on his flight to Chattanooga.)

not down to them. That, he said, is the key to inspiring

when he noticed two interpreters translating his

Vereen signs
autographs after his
Saturday keynote
address at the SETC
Convention.

the next generation of creative artists.
Let’s Start a Movement for the Arts

speech for hearing-impaired individuals. With an

Throughout his keynote presentation, every thread

impish grin, he began scat-singing for each of them

led Vereen back to a common theme: the vitality – and

in turn, challenging them to translate into sign (which

vital role – of the arts. Calling his audience “warriors

both valiantly did with good-humored aplomb).

for the arts,” he suggested that we, as humans, can’t

He told his audience that merging our inborn cre-

fight the draw of the arts because we are all walk-

ative spirits with work is the job of the artist – and that

ing, talking works of art ourselves. When we go to

artistry is work. “People may not understand what

a museum, Vereen said, “we are the art the picture

you do, but don’t let them tell you the arts aren’t a

is looking at.” Even after down times or setbacks, he

real job,” he said.

said, artists have to forge ahead and do their work.

The arts certainly have been a “real job” for Ver-

In an almost reverent tone, he recounted the story

een, who began his Broadway career in 1968 when

of the Ukrainian opera company that continued per-

he was cast as Claude in Hair. Vereen went on to win

forming every night during bombing raids, and the

a Tony Award nomination for Best Featured Actor in

impact that had on him. He recognized that need, that

a Musical in 1971 for his portrayal of Judas in Jesus

drive, to be an artist and the power that art can have.

Christ Superstar. The next year, Vereen won a Tony

The stories told by Vereen, not just in the ballroom

Award for Best Actor in a Musical for his role as The

of the Chattanooga Convention Center, but through-

Leading Player in Pippin.

out his nearly 50-year career are as captivating as they

While Vereen earned critical acclaim for his

are varied. He is, seemingly, a born storyteller. Every

early Broadway roles, it was his portrayal of Chicken

syllable, every breath, every move of his on stage is

George in the Emmy Award-winning 1977 TV

a dance – engaging, entertaining and energizing. He

miniseries Roots, based on

approaches his work, whether on Broadway or televi-

the journey of author Alex

sion, whether for adults or for children, with passion.

Haley’s ancestors from Af-

Using a Broadway show as his example, he urged his

rica to slavery to liberation,

SETC audience to channel that same energy – to be

that made him a household

prepared every day on every job to be creative and

name. In an interview after

to give their best.

David Humber

opening night.’

later this year.

the first things we do each morning is creative: we

Vereen’s own creativity was on glorious display

‘Always show up.

preparing to direct Hair at Venice Theatre in Florida

his speech, Vereen noted

“Always show up,” he said. “Every night is open-

that people still recall that

ing night. There is someone who is [in the audience]

role and talk with him about

for their first Broadway show. You have to fire them

Roots. In fact, he noted, he

up.”

recently returned from a visit to Gambia with relatives

As audience members erupted in a standing

of Kunta Kinte, the Gambian man whose enslavement

ovation at the end of his keynote presentation, it

is the starting point for Roots.

was clear that Ben Vereen had learned his own lesson

Over his long career in entertainment, Vereen has

well. n

returned to Broadway a number of times, appeared in
films and worked on numerous TV shows, including
a recurring role from 2010 to 2014 on How I Met Your
Mother. Vereen’s recent work has included Time Out
of Mind, a film about homelessness starring Richard
Gere, which was released in theatres this year. He is
10 x Southern Theatre x Summer 2015

Paul B. Crook is an associate professor
of acting and directing at Louisiana Tech
University and the chair of SETC’s College
and University Theatre Division. He is a
frequent contributor to Southern Theatre.

Kristin Linklater
Free the Voice,
and You Free the Person

W

by Kim Doty

When master voice teacher Kristin Linklater took the stage at the SETC Convention, she was greeted with an
explosive standing ovation. Linklater was humble enough to be moved by the gesture. “That’s an astonishing
thing – for a voice teacher to get a standing ovation before she’s even said anything,” Linklater told the crowd
gathered for her Friday keynote presentation.
But this is no ordinary voice teacher. Linklater is among the most recognized names in the field of voice and

speech. Her two textbooks – Freeing the Natural Voice and Freeing Shakespeare’s Voice – have sold over 150,000

copies, been translated into six languages, and become a staple in countless theatre training programs across
the country and around the world. Her first two scheduled masterclasses at the SETC Convention sold out so
quickly that a third had to be added to the schedule.
12 x Southern Theatre x Summer 2015

What sets Linklater ’s work apart from other
voice training methods – and what makes her work
so attractive to so many – is the focus on liberating
each individual’s natural voice rather than imposing outside techniques on the voice. According to
Linklater, “the human voice has three to four octaves of sounds that can accurately reveal thoughts,
emotions, impulses and ideas.” Her series of vocal
exercises is designed to help her students tap into the

Opposite page and
left: Linklater shares
her story and her
voice philosophy with
a captivated SETC
audience.

full range of their natural voices and thereby create
an immense capacity for emotional expressiveness.
In her keynote address, Linklater was sharp,
funny and filled with resonating insights. Out of the
audience emerged sounds of laughter, applause and

Below: Linklater signs
copies of her book,
Freeing Shakespeare’s
Voice: The Actor’s
Guide to Talking the
Text, following her
keynote address at the
SETC Convention.

maybe even an amen or two. Everyone in the packed
room seemed to be on board with Linklater’s message: that voice is essential to our humanity, and that
we must work to create full, uninhibited voices that
will allow us to connect and engage with our fellow
humans at the highest level – both in theatre and in
our daily lives. It’s hard to imagine there was an actor,
designer, stage manager or professor in attendance
who wasn’t stirred by a desire to be a more open, selfaware, articulate and mindful communicator – who
wasn’t empowered by the possibilities that lie within
his or her own voice.
An Accidental, Practical Journey

Linklater’s path to world-renowned master voice
Photos by David Humber

teacher began when she was, in her words, “an
absolutely unconscious 21-year-old beginning actor
with no chance really of a career.” The principal at
the London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art
(LAMDA), where Linklater was studying at the time,
wrote to her and asked if she would like to train with
Iris Warren, “the great voice teacher there at LAMDA”
and an early advocate of freeing the natural voice.
Excited that someone had asked her to do something

privately run Kristin Linklater Voice Centre, Linklater

and without quite knowing what it was, Linklater said

once again finds herself with the opportunity to be

yes. What Linklater had gotten herself into was the

cutting-edge. In countries and cultures where emo-

ground floor of a vocal approach that championed

tional vulnerability and the idea of letting go are not

vocal and emotional freedom over vocal technique.

so easily accepted, Linklater’s work remains avant-

Linklater moved to the U.S. in 1963 to begin teach-

garde. Since she is now based in Europe, she is seeing

ing her own adaptations of the techniques begun by

more and more students from Germany, Italy, Spain

Warren. At the time, the work’s focus on letting go of

and Poland. Her work also is taking root in Mexico

emotional and bodily inhibitions as a path to vocal

and Latin America. She’s excited and invigorated by

freedom offered something fresh and innovative to

the challenge of helping more people in the world

the theatre world in the U.S. Now, Linklater’s meth-

embrace letting go as a path to discovering true

ods have become an American standard.

emotional expressiveness within their own voices.

After returning in 2014 to her childhood home in

As far as why Linklater kept pursuing, developing

the Isles of Orkney, Scotland, and establishing the

and teaching the voice work that Warren inspired,
Summer 2015 x Southern Theatre x 13

Linklater admits she didn’t go into it with any sort

say things that knock me sideways, that I’ve never

of vocational goal in mind. At the time, her main

heard before,” Linklater says.

objective in teaching was “putting food on the table,”

Linklater loves the ongoing conversation that

which is “as good an objective as anything else,” she

comes from her interactions with the people she

says.

trains. “The art of teaching is so close to the art of

Part of what has kept Linklater creatively engaged

acting,” says Linklater. “You’re improvising all the

with her work all this time – what has helped turn

time. You’re tuning in, trying to find out how you can

“putting food on the table” into a lifelong pursuit – is

enter into that person’s vocabulary, world, problems

the feedback she receives from students as she puts

… listening in.” To this day, Linklater continues to

them through her progression of voice exercises. She

create new exercises, to incorporate new knowledge

is continually amazed by the never-ending variety of

about the human body, and to respond to the needs

answers to the question: how did that feel? “People

of the students in the room. While Iris Warren’s work
remains at the core of Linklater’s voice method,

Kristin Linklater: Bio and Career Highlights

Linklater has continued to deepen, change and add to
the progression of exercises over the decades.
A Loyal Following

TRAINING AND TEACHING:
Trained with Iris Warren at the London Academy of Music 		
1950s:
and Dramatic Art (LAMDA)
		

The story of how Linklater got started and why
she initially kept going is ”not a role model kind of
answer,” she notes. But even if Linklater doesn’t

1963:

Moved to the United States

always give role model answers, she is indeed a role

1965-78:
		

Master teacher of voice, graduate theatre program, New York
University

model. The proof lies in those who have devoted

1968:
		

Part of the original training faculty at the Negro Ensemble 		
Company, New York City

1973:

Founding member of Shakespeare & Company, Lenox, MA

1980:

Awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship

1990-96:
		
		

Professor of theatre, Emerson College, Boston, MA, where 		
she created The Company of Women, an all-female 		
Shakespeare company

themselves to teaching Linklater’s techniques. There
are more than 100 Designated Linklater Teachers
(DLTs) scattered across the world who have spent
years absorbing Linklater’s methods so that they can
share the exercises and practices that have meant so
much to their own vocal and personal growth.
Linklater says she has a great affection and appreciation for this select group of people who have
gone through what she calls “the most rigorous and

1997-2005: Professor of theatre arts, Columbia University, New York City

in-depth teacher training in the world.” In a master-

2014:

Opened the Kristin Linklater Voice Centre in Orkney, Scotland

class at the SETC Convention, Linklater recognizes a

2015:

Named professor emerita at Columbia University

handful of DLTs in the room and asks them if they
would like to assist her. They’re all eager to do so.

BOOKS:
Linklater’s industry-leading textbooks have sold over
150,000 copies and been translated into six languages:
• Freeing the Natural Voice: Imagery and Art in the
Practice of Voice and Text (1976; revised edition
2006)
• Freeing Shakespeare’s Voice: The Actor’s Guide
to Talking the Text (1992)

They walk carefully around the room – among the
outspread limbs of sprawling students – as Linklater
guides them through a progression of vocal exercises.
The DLTs place a hand on people’s bellies, tilt participants’ heads just so, rub their shoulders — helping
them to move, relax, let go, loosen, connect and create
a depth of space in the body. The DLTs help participants move beyond just listening to what Linklater

NOTABLE CLIENTS:
Well-known actors who have trained with Linklater include:
• Sam Rockwell
• Angela Bassett
• Patrick Stewart
• Kim Cattrall
• Donald Sutherland
• Bill Murray
• Mary Tyler Moore
• Bernadette Peters
• Sigourney Weaver
• Alan Rickman
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says to a place where they can actually feel how their
breath is working within their bodies.
One of these teachers is Gwendolyn Schwinke, a
Designated Linklater Teacher since 2007, who teaches
acting and voice in the BFA program at Coastal Carolina University in Conway, SC. She spent three years
working through the steps of the training process, one
(Continued on Page 18)

professional
inspiring
challenging

award-winning students
senior acting showcases in NYC & LA
nationally recognized guest artists
renowned professional directors
professional faculty with extensive
Broadway credentials

BFA & BA, THEATRE
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costume design/tech
lighting design/tech
stage management

MFA, PEDAGOGY
over 125 alumni currently teaching
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unique professional working opportunities
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For information contact:
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Kim Doty

Celebrating SETC’s
SETC celebrated the
66th anniversary of its
founding at the 2015
SETC Convention in
Chattanooga, TN. At
Saturday’s business
meeting, outgoing
SETC President Jack
Benjamin (above, left)
passed the gavel to
incoming President Tiza
Garland (above, right).
On these pages, we
revisit scenes from the
annual convention, which
was attended by over
4,500 theatre artists,
managers, teachers,
students and volunteers.
The convention provided
members with an
opportunity to audition,
find a job, perform, hear
keynote speakers, learn
new techniques, network,
view exhibits, hire
employees, watch
top-notch theatre and
much more.
Photos by
David Humber
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66th in Chattanooga
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(Continued from Page 14)

and a challenge to grow into the freedom to be your

right after the other, to become a Designated Linklater

true self. It was that sense of empowerment and the

Teacher. “That process was challenging, humbling,

potential for positive change that originally drew

painstaking and joyous,” she says.

Schwinke to Linklater’s teachings. As she began her

As part of her training, Schwinke observed Linklater teaching in a rented space in the historic Riverside

training, Schwinke was excited by the ways she and
her voice were growing and changing.

Church at Columbia University. Schwinke remembers

“I’d had very solid voice training in my MFA

“beautiful old wood floors with ancient windows that

program, but had not yet encountered voice work

slammed in the wind when there was a rainstorm.”

which invoked such dramatic changes in the actor’s
instrument – including my own,” Schwinke says.
Linklater’s voice work helped her “gain the confidence to change in the way I needed to change – it
was empowering change,” Schwinke says.
Below are three aspects of Linklater’s work that
help drive this type of transformational change in her
students.

1

Get the Voice Full of Mind
Linklater notes how pleased she is that the word

“mindfulness” – along with the “be here now” mentality that came out of the 1960s – finally seems to be
gaining validity. “My work is mindfulness, getting
the voice full of mind,” she says. For the actor, this
David Humber

means “awakening consciousness of functions that
normally remain unconscious.”
One of Linklater’s goals is to teach actors how to
bring voice, body, movement, imagination and emotional awareness to top operating capacity by being
mindful of how they’re all working together. This,
In a masterclass
at the SETC
Convention,
Linklater guides
participants through
a progression of
exercises.

She describes the room as having turrets where the

she notes, is not easy.

trainees would sit, writing down everything Linklater

“It’s a delicate job becoming aware of unconscious

said. “I was completely terrified of her, of course,”

or habitual functioning, using the conscious mind to

Schwinke adds.

adjust the machinery of involuntary proprioceptive

When Schwinke was asked to assist in Linklater’s

actions – oil them up, polish them, exercise them in

masterclass at the SETC Convention, she says she

an extended range of activity – and then restore them

approached the task with confidence, thanks in large

to the unconscious mind again,” she says.

part to lessons she learned from her mentor.

However, this mindfulness is key at all levels. In

“In a way, this was a typical day for me – observ-

describing her BFA students at Emerson College, she

ing working actors and supporting them with sug-

says, “In order to learn to perform, they had to learn

gestions and corrections in form,” Schwinke said of

who they were – how they walked, talked, saw things,

the masterclass. “It’s funny, though, to look back and

judged things and people, responded emotionally.

imagine how I might have thought about this years

They had to become conscious human beings before

ago. I’m no longer the insecure student terrified of

they could be dealt with as actors.”

the big teacher, but a skilled, creative teacher who can

And to the entire audience in her keynote address,

work along with her. I owe Kristin a debt of gratitude,

she declares, “The person who wants to become an

not only for sharing with me her work but for helping

actor has a huge obligation to bring a free, full, con-

me find a new level of confidence. As she always says,

scious person to the art and craft of acting.”

‘Free the voice, and you free the person.’ ”

2

The Transformational Power of Voice

Learn to Let Go
During her keynote presentation, Linklater

At the heart of Linklater’s work (and at the heart

shared an anecdote about a former student named

of her keynote address) is a call for self-improvement

Victor who’d been carrying around a secret for some
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time. She tells of how he let go of that secret in class

and makes it spoken so that we can enter the worlds

one day and how that set him free to use his emotions

that lie behind his words. The nourishing diet of

in a powerful way. Until the moment Victor shared

Shakespeare’s language enriches our contemporary

his story, Linklater says, “Victor’s breath was held in

communication. It unlocks our intrinsic poetic selves

the past. If breath is held in a past emotional story, it

and unleashes our innate eloquence. We become more

cannot be present in the moment of today. And breath

poetic in our own daily expression once we’ve let

is the key to the craft and to the art of acting. Train-

Shakespeare show us how.”

ing the voice depends entirely on reconditioning the

Linklater encourages us to immerse ourselves in

experience of breathing in conjunction with emotion,

Shakespeare – to read, speak and absorb his language

impulse and voice.”

until it becomes ingrained.

When we hold in our secrets, our problems,

“If you exercise in the gymnasium of Shakespeare’s

‘Breath is the key

our suffering from any point in our lives, we’re in a

sonnets and choruses, this will become the normal

sense holding our breath. Linklater warns that if the

process of reading and speaking,” she says. “Parts

to the craft and to

silence continues, if that breath stays held, the muscles

of the brain that have fallen into disuse in our daily,

the art of acting.

never let go. At that point, she says, “Breath goes to

utilitarian vocal function will reawaken and restore

Training the voice

other parts of the lung, but not from the emotional

depth, vitality and creativity to our speaking.”

center. Deep breath is held hostage by past experi-

A Call to Action

ence.”

depends entirely

Linklater asks that, in addition to unlocking the

We can unlock that deep breath by allowing the

power of our own voices, we also champion the im-

suffering to be expressed, Linklater says: “Something

portance of voice in humanity – that we put our voices

is restored when it’s said, spoken. Space opens up

to good use, both on stage and in daily life, to be open,

again.” By regaining access to that deep breath, Lin-

expressive and emotionally engaged. Especially in

klater says, we can reconnect with our emotional core

the face of a world that is becoming exponentially

in a way that fuels expression.

more technological, “We need to communicate better

3

Stop Taking Language for Granted

in order to connect with each other more fully, and

In addition to promoting the development of

for this we need better language and freer, truer

truer, freer voices in actors, Linklater touts the imwhat our modern day use of language should aspire
“Shakespeare requires us to stop taking language
for granted,” says Linklater. “He demands that we
pay attention to every ingredient that makes language

the experience
of breathing in
conjunction with
emotion, impulse
and voice.’

voices.” n

portance of better language. For a prime example of
to be, Linklater turns to Shakespeare.

on reconditioning

Photo to
come

Kim Doty is the communications specialist
in the SETC Central Office. She previously
worked for Triad Stage and the North
Carolina Theatre Conference. Kim received
her undergraduate degree from Indiana
University Bloomington, where she
studied English, journalism and studio art.

Would You Like to Know More about Training at the Kristin Linklater Voice Centre?
The islands of Orkney, Scotland, have been home to Linklaters going back generations. And while Linklater spent much of her life studying and working elsewhere,
she always felt the islands’ pull. When an opportunity to buy a farmhouse in Orkney
emerged in 1999, she snatched it up and traveled back and forth for years. Eventually, she told herself, “I’m never going to stop teaching, so why not bring my work
to me?” And so she has. The Voice Centre, built adjacent to Linklater’s farmhouse
in Orkney, opened last year and is attracting students from around the world who
come to soak up Orkney’s peaceful atmosphere and Linklater’s transformational
teachings. Learn more online at www.linklatervoice.com.
Linklater’s home and studio in Orkney.

Interested in Setting up a Study Abroad Program?
As the Kristin Linklater Voice Centre continues to grow, Linklater dreams of building a coalition of colleges and universities that offer trips
to her voice center as a study abroad opportunity. Would you like more information on how you can offer this to your students? Send an
email to info@linklatervoice.com.
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Paata Tsikurishvili
Shakespeare without Words

C

by George Hillow

Consider Iago, perhaps the most heinous of Shakespeare’s villains. What makes him tick? Where does his
motivation to plot against Othello come from? Many productions of Othello don’t illuminate Iago’s inner life,
but simply acknowledge that he is the antagonist of the hero, the puppeteer who pulls the strings and brings
about his master’s downfall. They don’t explore Iago himself, or wonder if he is conflicted in any way, if he
experiences his own inner turmoil. They simply play him as Shakespeare wrote him to be, the arch antagonist.
But a richer storytelling experience awaits those who go a step beyond what Shakespeare wrote – and dare to
interpret his characters with a modern mindset.
One such daring step happened simply enough one morning before a bathroom mirror. As he prepared

for his morning shave, Paata Tsikurishvili, the founding artistic director of Synetic Theater in Arlington, VA,
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mused on these possibilities about Iago. Through
the looking glass, Tsikurishvili saw possibilities,
possibilities that would add dimension to Iago, that
would broaden the audience’s appreciation for the
Othello that Tsikurishvili was preparing for Synetic’s
2010-2011 season. What he saw in the mirror that
morning, and how he used it to inform his upcoming
production, speaks volumes about where he believes
21st century theatre in America is headed, where it
has to head.
During his Thursday keynote address at the 2015
SETC Convention in Chattanooga, Tsikurishvili
brought his vision of Othello – and theatre in general
– to life. To illustrate his vision, he shared the stage
with three members of Synetic’s acting company,
two men and a woman. On cue and to music, they
summarized what Tsikurishvili saw in the mirror that
morning, what became Iago’s gut-wrenching turmoil,
a wordless violent ballet for actors. First, a troubled
Iago gave violent birth to a second Iago, then a third,
then each struggled to gain control of the moment and
Photos by David Humber

the others. Finally, their choreography harmonized
and their sinister purpose became whole, and the
three company members who portrayed Iago gave
the convention audience a vivid sense of Synetic’s
brand of theatre.
The crowning glory of this demonstration came
when Tsikurishvili played a film clip of this moment
as it appeared on stage at the Kennedy Center, where
Synetic premiered the production in 2010. Standing

produced. But Shakespeare without words? Yes, ac-

before a ragged, three-paneled mylar mirror like

cording to Tsikurishvili, “We are making Shakespeare

those in department store dressing rooms, Iago

a wordless guy.”

punched through the mylar panel of his right-hand

Synetic’s very name seems to reinforce this

image, only to have his punch unexpectedly returned

concept: SYNthesis, or the joining together of distinct

through the left-hand panel from an invisible Iago

elements to form the whole + kinETIC, or pertaining

behind the left-hand panel. What began as musing

to dynamism and motion = SYNETIC, a “dynamic

in front of the shaving mirror was set to music.

synthesis of the arts.” To understand Tsikurishvili’s

Days of rehearsal were distilled into a few minutes

approach to Shakespeare without words, some

of wordless choreography. Even without words, or

background about Synetic’s founder will help.

perhaps because there were no words, the effect was

Fusing Movement, Music and Projections

profound, visceral and breathtaking, a moment of

Tsikurishvili’s MFA is actually in film directing,

pure physical theatre, the kind that has won Synetic

not theatre. The moving image has always been at

numerous awards over its brief history, including

the heart of film production, while the spoken word

recognition from the American Theatre Wing as

has always been the coin of the realm in theatre. In

one of the top 10 emerging theatres and recognition

addition, Tsikurishvili is from Georgia, the land of

by Backstage.com as one of 13 innovative physical

the Golden Fleece, a part of the former Soviet Union,

theatre companies in the world.

and the brand of theatre practiced in Eastern Europe

The word physical is at the heart of Synetic’s brand

and Eurasia has always been less textual than some

of theatre. Their 2010 Othello was produced without

of its Western European and American cousins,

words, as have all the Shakespeare plays that they’ve

both of which tend to place the text at the heart of

Above: During
Tsikurishvili’s keynote
presentation at the
SETC Convention,
company members
Irina Kavsadze, Alex
Mills and Robert
Bowen Smith (left
to right, top photo)
demonstrate Iago’s
turmoil as he splits into
three and then comes
together as one again
in Synetic’s wordless
version of Othello.
Opposite page: Paata
Tsikurishvili leads a
masterclass at the
SETC Convention.
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Above: Tsikurishvili
took inspiration from
the images he saw in
a bathroom mirror to
create the concept of
three Iagos battling
for control in Synetic’s
2010 production of
Othello.
Above, right: In
Synetic’s Othello,
the bathroom mirror
becomes a threepaneled Mylar mirror,
shown behind the
three Iagos portrayed
by (left to right) Irina
Tsikurishvili, Philip
Fletcher and Alex Mills.

the production process. Eastern European theatre

world where only clowns survived, but not the ha-ha

often uses the text more as a springboard to make

type of clown – rather, the tragic kind, the kind where

bold conceptual leaps of imagination and to create

the clown king looks like a gargoyle and where he

powerful images that shed new light on the text.

must discover for himself that he’s a clown. In King

Going beyond the text is another way of examining

Lear’s hanging sequence, several characters are simul-

it more deeply and connecting the audience to it in

taneously hanged with nooses, but the hanging ropes

a more primal fashion. Eastern European audiences

are ribbons attached to helium balloons, completing

expect their theatre to explode over them with a

the ghastly image of the tragic clown show. Add

shower of provocative images that bring the text to life

to this overall direction Tsikurishvili’s decision to

on whole other levels, making it a multi-dimensional

change Cordelia, Lear’s only truly faithful daughter,

experience.

into a son who is gay, and there’s a complete recipe

Synetic’s particular approach to theatre is to deal

for presenting a fresh vision of a timeless classic. As

with text by fusing movement, music and projections.

part of his justification for these choices, Tsikurishvili

According to Tsikurishvili, this style of theatre is not

quotes Einstein, “Nothing changes until something

only very personal, but it elevates and challenges the

moves.” Synetic’s Lear was nominated for 15 Helen

audience. Celia Wren, reviewing for The Washington

Hayes Awards, DC’s version of the Tony.

Post in September 2011, enthusiastically described one

But Shakespeare without words? It’s worth

of these images in the opening moments of Synetic’s

pointing out to those who still ask this question that

wordless Macbeth: “In an early moment of this darkly

no one seems to have protested too loudly when

incantatory production, Shakespeare’s Weird Sisters

Prokofiev wrote the ballet version of Romeo and Juliet,

roam a desolate battlefield strewn with corpses. With

when Mendelssohn wrote his A Midsummer Night’s

the casting of a spell, the cadavers rise and form a

Dream or when Sibelius created the ballet version of

shuddering human crucible – a vessel generating

The Tempest. So perhaps Synetic’s work needs to be

the predictions that tempt Macbeth toward disaster.

experienced before questioning it.

The diabolical version of a Le Creuset casserole first

Synetic’s 11th and most recent Shakespeare

spews out an epaulet, signaling a thaneship, then a

without words was Much Ado About Nothing, which

crown, signaling you know what. Could any item of

Tsikurishvili set in Las Vegas during the 1950s, the

occult cookware be more efficient and macabre?”

decade when Dino and Frank and the rest of The Rat

The crown, one should note, was decorated not

Pack helped put Vegas on the map. Uncle Leonato in

with jewels but with rifle bullets, a grim detail that

this vision owns a casino and chomps a cigar, and Don

amplifies the production’s vision and tells the audi-

Pedro is the leader of a motorcycle gang. Well, with

ence everything it needs to know about this king.

Synetic’s 23 nominations for the 2015 Helen Hayes

Synetic’s 2011 King Lear, again a movementoriented, wordless piece, was set in a post-apocalyptic
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Awards, Tsikurishvili earned license to set Much Ado
wherever he likes, and why not Vegas in the 1950s?

The Genesis of Synetic

According to Tsikurishvili, even his name is the-

Paata Tsikurishvili: Bio and Career Highlights

atrical in his native Georgian tongue: Paata means “a
little” and Tsikurishvili means “Son of Sky Pharaohs.”
It was not theatre, but another art form – the sport of
gymnastics – that set the stage for Tsikurishvili and
his choreographer wife Irina to emigrate to the U.S.
Her father, Arnold Kvetenadze – a gymnastics coach
for the former, world-famous USSR Olympic team –
arranged for a visa after he emigrated from Georgia
to the U.S. to teach at Ohio State University. Paata,

EDUCATION:
• MFA, Film Directing, Tblisi State University, Republic of Georgia
•

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS:
• Emigrated from Georgia to Germany, 1991, when the Soviet Union
collapsed; and from Germany to Washington, DC, 1995
•

Has produced and directed approximately 60 shows, including 11
wordless Shakespeare productions, two wordless non-Shakespeare
plays, and the rest with limited text, since moving to DC

•

Founded Synetic Theater with dancer-choreographer wife Irina, 2001

Irina and their toddler son left Germany, where they
had moved after the collapse of the Soviet Union in
1991, for Washington, DC, in 1995.

BFA, Acting, The State Institute of Theater and Film, Tbilisi, Georgia

The couple founded two theatres – Movement
Studio in 1996, and Stanislavsky Theater Studio,
cofounded with a Russian-born director, in 1998
– before creating Synetic Theater in 2001. With
Tsikurishvili’s background in film and Irina’s

AWARDS INCLUDE:
• National Theatre Company Grant, 2010; Synetic was among the first
10 theatres nationwide to receive this American Theatre Wing grant
•

27 Helen Hayes Awards (DC’s equivalent of the Tonys) from 116
nominations

•

Irina and Paata named Washingtonian Magazine’s Washingtonians of
the Year, 2014

•

Host and Guest, presented by Synetic in 2002, named one of the
decade’s 10 best shows by The Washington Post

background as a dancer and choreographer, it
only seems logical that they would give birth to
a physical theatre with Synetic’s profile, a theatre
where movement and image trumped the spoken
word. Their first production was 2002’s Hamlet …
the rest is silence, which was an apt title for their first
Shakespeare without words.
Over the next decade, Synetic produced an average

of the moment. Directors might create the vision, but

of four or five shows per season, but always in others’

it is the individual actor who must work in concert

spaces. Performance sites included The Shakespeare

with other actors to bring it to life.

Theatre and the Kennedy Center. Finally, in 2010, they

Hands-On Training

were able to begin producing in their own theatre in

The day after his keynote address in Chattanooga,

Crystal City, just across the Potomac from downtown

Tsikurishvili and the three visiting members of Syn-

Washington.

etic’s acting company gave a two-hour workshop in
physical theatre. The first part of

etic’s mission statement, which is to “redefine theatre

the workshop was a somewhat

by blending innovative techniques and movement, in-

rigorous boot camp of actor

vesting in artists’ growth, and creating unforgettable

exercises meant to attune the

visceral experiences for every audience.” Toward this

individual to his or her physical

redefinition of theatre, Synetic has created a resident

being in space and time. These

acting company with an intensive, movement-based

rudimentary but exhilarating

training program. Speaking of this training for the

exercises were followed by a

actor, Tsikurishvili said in his keynote address, “When

series of cross-purpose, counter-

thinking differently becomes second nature, you’re

intuitive exercises that were

ready to act. … Synetic is all about ensemble.” Those

meant to challenge the actors’

who attended Tsikurishvili’s keynote address, which

brains to think differently, to get the dominant side

utilized three actors as audio-visual aids, can attest to

of the brain to recede and to allow different thinking.

the success of this approach to actor training. Their

Next followed extensive work with mime – think

demonstration of Iago’s transformation was a graphic

Marcel Marceau – intended to join physicality with

example of the power of ensemble acting: the indi-

emotion.

vidual actor’s ego must yield to the synergistic power

David Humber

Future theatre historians might want to note Syn-

Tsikurishvili works with
a participant during
his masterclass at the
SETC Convention.

(Continued on Page 29)
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Katie Dawson
The Power of Reflexive Thinking

F

by Amy Cuomo

Fifteen years ago, Katie Dawson was acting in a show in Los Angeles. She had a thriving acting career and
was in negotiations with a television network for a new talk show on parenting. As the run of her show came
to a close, a member of the company bemoaned the fact that he had to turn down a gig in the northern interior
of Alaska. He asked her if she would be interested in applying for the job. A phone interview and four plane
rides later, Katie Dawson found herself in the Alaskan bush working as a teaching artist. “Those two weeks
changed my life,” she recalled.
When she returned to the lower forty-eight, Katie Dawson became a classroom teacher. She then went on to
graduate school and earned her MFA at the University of Texas, Austin, where she now works as an assistant
professor in arts integration and teaching artist pedagogy and practice. Her discipline is arts and education,
and she works to illuminate how the arts, particularly theatre, can provide a deeper, more connected learning
experience for students, teachers and artists.
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While at the SETC Convention in Chattanooga, she

Reflexivity asks us to determine what specific beliefs

shared her experience and expertise at the Teachers

and assumptions held by ourselves and the partici-

Institute (see story, Page 28) and during a Wednesday

pants contribute to how we approach our work.

keynote address.

Find the Reflexive Artist within You

Tools for Enhancing Your Work as an Artist

Engaging in a reflective practice helps artists con-

Dawson isn’t afraid to ask the hard questions.

nect with their own personal values and with the

Her keynote address, “Awakening the Power and

larger community in which they live, Dawson says.

Potential of the Arts: Reflexive Thinking,” invited all

Dawson lists five core concepts artists must embrace:

theatre artists to evaluate their processes rigorously
in order to enhance their work. Dawson calls on art-

1

Intentionality
When you act with intentionality, you know your

ists to continually examine why we do what we do.

own intentions, as well as those of the participants.

She asks us to look at the choices we make in our art,

What are your core values? (Core values could in-

whatever that artistic endeavor may be, and then to

clude achievement, innovation, wisdom, justice and

think about the underlying assumptions we have

meaningful work, just to name a few.) What are your

about ourselves and our community that form the

goals? In any experience, ask: What do I want to ac-

underpinnings of our belief system and subsequently

complish? In addition to understanding (and stating)

the guideposts for our work.

your own goals and your participants’ objectives, you

In her address, Dawson introduced the audience

also need to consider the context intentions, which

to three pivotal terms:

are the intentions of those surrounding your project.

Teaching Artists

In a school setting, this can be administrators and

People whose jobs involve engaging people in

colleagues. If you are directing a play in a theatre, the

learning experiences in the arts, through the arts

context could be the theatre practitioners with whom

or about the arts are teaching artists, Dawson says.

you work, as well as the community surrounding the

So,whether you make art as a director, a playwright,

theatre and the audience.

1

a designer or an actor, or you are a classroom teacher
who uses theatre to illustrate a complex idea, or you
teach theatre as a subject as part of your job, you are

Katie Dawson: Bio and Career Highlights

a teaching artist.

2

Reflection
The way in which we make sense of an experi-

ence is reflection, Dawson says. While we often reflect
at the end of a project (such as when we “postmortem” a show), Dawson asks us to consider, “What
happens if we think of reflection not as something
that happens at the end of a project, but as something
that permeates every part and choice of what we do …
Ongoing reflective practice encourages a productive

EDUCATION:
• BS, Theatre, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL
•

CAREER:
• Over 25 years of experience facilitating arts integration lessons in
schools in multiple states; former coordinator, Science Comes Alive
interactive theatre program, California Science Center
•

partnership between artistic collaborators, between
performer and audience. Most importantly, by naming what has happened, we think about what has
happened and improve our capacity to transfer our
knowledge from one situation to another.”

3

Reflexivity
Reflexivity is directly related to reflection, Daw-

son says. “Reflexivity focuses on reflection that turns
back to the individual. Reflexivity happens when
we’re reflecting on something, and we start to question our beliefs, our assumptions and our habits.”
Reflection encourages us to think back to an event
that happened yesterday and ask: what happened?

MFA, Theatre, University of Texas at Austin

Currently assistant professor/director of Drama for Schools program,
Department of Theatre and Dance, University of Texas at Austin

BOOKS AND PLAYS:
• No Problem, a play published by Dramatic Publishing
• The Reflexive Teaching Artist: Collective Wisdom from the Field, a
		 coauthored book, winner of 2015 AATE Distinguished Book Award
AWARDS INCLUDE:
• Creative Drama Award, American Alliance for Theatre and Education,
2013
•

Regents Award for Outstanding Undergraduate Teaching, 2013; and
College of Fine Arts Distinguished Teaching Award, 2015, both from
the University of Texas at Austin
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2
Dawson suggests
that in the field
of education,
assessment is a
battered
and somewhat
abused term.
But she asks us to
reclaim it.

Quality

in building a character? Teachers might examine the

You must set a standard for your work. Dawson

ways in which they encourage learners to evaluate

poses an important question, “What happens when
we co-determine quality? What happens when we
involve participants in dialogue about the essential

works of art.

4

Assessment
Dawson suggests that in the field of education,

purpose of the experience?” Think about the rehearsal

assessment is a battered and somewhat abused term.

process. What if, at the first production meeting

But she asks us to reclaim it, noting that “assessment

the director and designers asked themselves what

is just about advancing individual and group learn-

would constitute a successful show? What would

ing through feedback and reflection.” In each phase

have to happen for this project to be productive and

of a reflexive practice, we assess. It’s part of thinking

collaborative? In the classroom, what happens if the

about our work and then making creative changes

students help to develop the grading rubric? How

and adjustments that lead to a final project. Assess-

could this collaboration encourage teamwork and a

ment is just that simple.

sense of investment?

3

Artistic Perspective

5

Praxis
Dawson quotes author Helen Nicholson, who

Dawson explains this term by saying, “A teach-

says that “praxis is the embodied synthesis of theory

ing artist uses artistic perspective by guiding partici-

and practice.” Dawson goes on to explain that praxis

pants to reflect on how they build skills in creating

“is about what one does; but also, why one does it,

art work, how they develop personal artistry, and

and how choices reference and impact larger systems

how they cultivate aesthetic perception – the capacity

of power and the people/policies/structures within

to appreciate and interpret art work.” Playwrights

them.” So, one way of looking at the idea of praxis in a

could consider which artists influence their use of

personal context is to ask: How does my work fit into

structure. Actors could ask themselves what might be

the bigger picture? As an artist, am I reinscribing out-

the best method or combinations of methods to use

dated understanding of people and cultures? Is this

Theatre & Dance within the Liberal Arts
Highly Competitive  Academically Rigorous  Nationally Ranked

For Information, contact:
Department of Theatre and Dance
P.O. Box 7264 Reynolda Station
Winston-Salem NC 27109
336-758-5294

10 Reasons to study Theatre & Dance at Wake Forest!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Small, individualized classes, integrated with production and performance
Beginning to advanced study in all aspects of theatre
Opportunities to double major / minor
4 major productions & 2 dance concerts yearly
Two well‐equipped spaces: proscenium and thrust
Faculty and student directed productions, Multiple student producing groups
Talent Based Scholarships for performance & production
Both merit and need based financial aid
Funding opportunities for student projects, summer study & travel
Over 400 approved Study Abroad programs in 70 countries
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work providing a new perspective? When practicing
my work am I thinking about ensemble and inclusivity? Dawson summarizes that idea by stating, “Praxis
refers to an ongoing cycle of reflection and action that
moves an individual to a new understanding.”
The Benefits of Reflexive Thinking

Dawson ended her keynote address with a call to

Who Is a Teaching Artist?
“Artists who teach. Teaching with great artistry. Teaching about art or
through art or with art, using art to teach, explore and/or reflect on
non-art topics.”
- The Reflexive Teaching Artist

“The journey of reflection and reflexivity is expan-

What Is the Difference Between Reflection
and Reflexive?

sive and invigorating,” Dawson says. “It demands

Reflection is “a focus on choices, actions and endeavors; reflection

time, attention, effort and humility, and risk ... It is

makes sense of experience.” Reflexive denotes “a focus on the

also wholly worthwhile. Reflexive thinking has the

individual; reflexivity questions beliefs, assumptions and habits.”

potential to make you a better, more engaged, and

- The Reflexive Teaching Artist

action and an uplifting note.

ultimately more satisfied theatre artist. Reflection can
support your return to practice on frustrating days
and illuminate your calling on the days when you are
at your best.” n

Where Can You Get Resources for Teaching?
DBI Network: Activating Learning Through the Arts (www.utexas.edu/
cofa/dbi) is a comprehensive website that provides videos, lesson

Amy Cuomo is a professor of theatre at
the University of West Georgia. Her short
plays have been produced in theatre
festivals in New Mexico, New York and
Colorado Springs. Her play Happy was a
finalist for the Heideman Award.

plans, teaching strategies and resources for those who teach theatre
and for those who use theatre to teach. The videos demonstrate
specific classroom exercises, including “Role on The Wall” and “Role
Playing.” The website is a fantastic resource for middle and secondary
school teachers.

Discover New Theatre Opportunities This Fall

SETC Fall Professional Auditions

Sponsored by

SECURE YOUR NEXT
PROFESSIONAL ACTING JOB

FIND THE RIGHT GRADUATE
PROGRAM FOR YOU

September 13-14, 2015
Crowne Plaza Atlanta-Airport

November 13-15, 2015
Hilton Atlanta Airport

www.setc.org/fall-professional

www.setc.org/link15
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SETC Teachers Institute: The Teaching
what we do is
that creativity is
healing. It heals all
kinds of wounds
and traumas.’

tor drew a figure’s

evening, Katie Dawson spent the day

outline on the

with teachers who were seeking to hone

wall representing

their craft at SETC’s annual Teachers Insti-

Penelope, who

tute. Dawson and her teaching partner, Lara

waited 20 years

Dossett, took the participants through sev-

for her husband

eral extended exercises that were examples

to return from war

of an innovative teaching approach called

in The Odyssey. The

drama-based pedagogy. Drama-based

question posed:

pedagogy (DBP) uses active and dramatic

What were people

approaches to engage participants in a

saying about Pe-

process that combines the arts with other

nelope? Responses

academic subjects. The interaction between

were written around the outside of the

the disciplines and the conversations that

figure. The next question asked: How could

take place about them create a powerful

these outside messages impact Penelope’s

learning environment.

feelings? Responses were placed on the

Katie Dawson

The idea of the exercises is to spark

inside of the figure to demonstrate what

interest and curiosity, providing learners a

emotions might motivate the character’s

framework to support their understanding

actions.

of a literary text, Dawson noted.
Example: Exploring The Odyssey

As the afternoon continued, exercise
built upon exercise. Each time, participants

In one exercise, participants were led

were asked to describe what they were do-

through a model lesson for a middle school

ing, to analyze what had happened, and to

class about themes from Homer’s The Od-

relate their work back to the question posed

yssey. However, before revealing the topic

at the beginning of class.

of the lesson, the leaders posed a question:

While these exercises were geared for

Why do people remain loyal over time?

teachers, they could be used beyond the

This question was designed to generate

classroom – perhaps even in the rehearsal

interest in the text and to provide common

hall. What would happen if the director of

ground between 21st century teenage audi-

a show framed a question to be answered

ences and a work that is over 2,000 years

throughout the rehearsal process? Actors, in

old. As seminar participants gave possible

developing their characters, could certainly

answers, the words they used were written

employ the “Role on the Wall” as they

on a whiteboard. The connotations and de-

worked to analyze both the external and

notations of the terms were then discussed.
In the next phase of the exercise, the
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David Humber

‘The point of

efore her keynote address Wednesday

B

internal forces at work upon a character.
Solving Challenges in the Schools

facilitator asked the participants to make

Dawson also addressed the importance

a circle. She then read several statements

of advocacy and the difficulties teachers

about teenage loyalty. When the partici-

face as they work as artists in schools. She

pants agreed with a statement, they stepped

encouraged participants to think about

forward. When people disagreed, they

questions, such as: What do you as an artist

stepped back. At the end of each statement,

and teacher intend and expect? What is the

all involved looked around to see where

context in which you work? What are the

people stood – literally – in regard to what

values of the community that surrounds

they had heard. The physical responses em-

you and what do they expect?

bodied the perceptions of the participants.

Drawing another “Role on the Wall” –

The next segment of the exercise was

the role of teaching artists – she asked each

called “Role on the Wall.” The facilita-

of the participants to relate what they hear

Artist at Work

Tsikurishvili
(Continued from Page 23)

at work. She wrote those comments around
the figure.

One of the workshop participants, Cara
Rawlings, associate professor of movement and acting at Virginia Tech and chair

Comments included:
• “It’s only an elective.”

of SETC’s Stage Movement Committee,

• “You can’t teach art.”

noted during a workshop break that the

• “Theatre is not a real major.”

technique includes all movement meth-

• “We support the arts entirely.”

odologies, including “dynamics, meaning

• “My child is not going to be an actor.”

being available for change, and how to fill

• “We need drama in school; it breaks

each moment dynamically.”

socioeconomic barriers.”

Ultimately, this training seemed in-

• “Theatre belongs after 3 p.m.”

tended to make the actor as physically and

• “Raise your own funds.”

mentally available in each moment as pos-

• “If you’re having fun, you’re not

sible and to open the connection between

learning.”

individual and group as widely as possible.

Just as a teacher would ask the students

Theatre for the 21st Century

about Penelope’s context, Dawson asked

Reflecting on Synetic Theater’s place

the theatre educators how these mixed

in 21st century theatre in America, Tsikur-

messages made them feel. The answers ran

ishvili says, “Traditional theatre is great,

the gamut. 		

but we have to look ahead and build [21st

A few examples:

‘This is the
mission of
DNAWORKS:
arts and healing
through dialogue.
You can’t do that
alone. You can’t
be a selfish artist.
You actually have
to take other
people in.’

century theatre] now. To do that, everything

• “Exhausted.”

starts with education.”

• “Energized.”

Synetic’s growth over the past decade

• “Changed.”

is obvious testimony to its success with

• “We’re not going to take it.”

education, not just in actor training but

Engaging Others

also with the company’s audience. Synetic’s

If teaching artists hope to change the

critical and box office success means it is

way the arts are viewed in education, Daw-

connecting with actors and audiences on

son notes, then they will need to consider

all levels. But this connection begins with

how to better engage with stakeholders’

a director thinking about how to bring a

needs. To do that, she says, they need

given work to an audience. In describing

to involve parents, principals, students,

his personal approach to creating a show,

administrators, theatre teachers and col-

Tsikurishvili says, “Telling the story is cin-

leagues in dialogue about the importance

ematic. My script looks more like a story-

of learning in and through the arts.

board, and the core of the storytelling is not

To illustrate that concept, Dawson asked

the words but the action and the visuals.”

the participants to pick three groups from

To get a feel for Synetic’s style, visit

the ones listed in the paragraph above.

the website (www.synetictheater.org). The

They chose administrators, students and

company’s production shots are breathtak-

teachers. Dawson then drew three “Roles

ing and extraordinarily imaginative. They

on the Wall” and asked: What messages do

might even convince you that the idea of

each of these figures receive?

Shakespeare without words makes sense. n

The point of the exercise was to educate
participants on the importance of knowing
the pressures faced by other stakeholders.
“To be a good advocate, you have to
understand what is needed by others and
why,” she noted.
- Amy Cuomo

SCHOOL OF

Theatre and Dance

Professional
Training at
All Levels
BFA in Theatre Arts
Concentrations in musical theatre
and professional actor training;
theatre design and production
(including lighting and sound
design, costume design and
construction, and scenic design,
painting, and construction); stage
management; and theatre for youth

BFA in Theatre Arts
Education
BA in Theatre Arts

George Hillow has taught,
designed and directed
at Christopher Newport
University in Newport News,
VA, since 1991. He is a regular
contributor to Southern
Theatre.

Accredited by the National
Association of Schools of Theatre

www.ecu.edu/theatredance
An equal opportunity/affirmative action university
C.S. 15-553
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Photos by David Humber

Alan Litsey (left) reacts as he realizes he
is the recipient, while daughter Rosalind
(right) applauds and Betsey Horth looks on.

Litsey accepts congratulations from
incoming SETC President Tiza Garland as
VP of Services Pat Gagliano looks on.

Litsey shows the award to his wife, Diane,
after accepting the award from outgoing
SETC President Jack Benjamin (below).

To Alan Litsey: Happy Saturday, Friend!
Alan Litsey was honored with the Suzanne M. Davis Memorial Award for outstanding service to
SETC at the 2015 Awards Banquet on Saturday night at the SETC Convention in Chattanooga. As
VP of Services Pat Gagliano writes below, Litsey is known not just for his many accomplishments,
but also for his amicable nature and frequent greeting, “Happy day, friend.”

“L

endable hands, bendable ears, broad shoulders, a quick brain

He served as chair of the

and an enormous heart. Our 2015 Suzanne M. Davis Award

Playwriting Committee,

honoree loves SETC and has shown that love through service, per-

the High School Play Con-

severance, passion and honesty. But love for SETC is only the start;

test and the Charles M.

scientists would find this heart so enormous because it also includes

Getchell New Play Con-

so much love for family, friends, teaching and writing.”

test. Over time, he moved

I was honored to share those words about my friend and colleague

into additional leadership positions,

Alan Litsey as part of the team that presented this year’s Suzanne

including chair of the Long Range Planning Committee, the College

Davis Award at the annual SETC Awards Banquet. The idea was to

and University Division, the Ad Hoc Committee to Identify New

creatively offer hints as to the identity of the recipient as we honored

Membership Benefits, and the Nominations Committee. Litsey was

Litsey’s selfless giving to SETC.

elected to serve as SETC’s Administrative Vice-President for 2008-09,

To carry out the scenario, banquet Master of Ceremonies Chris

and then as President-Elect for 2009-10 and President for 2010-11.

Rich enlisted help from four individuals with whom Litsey worked

He then was re-elected President for 2011-12 – making him the first

closely in the organization: President Jack Benjamin, Executive

President to serve two terms since 1955. Throughout his time in

Director Betsey Horth, incoming President Tiza Garland, and

SETC, Litsey has been instrumental in long range planning and in

yours truly. We were all eager to help honor our colleague with the

helping to move the organization forward with a new mission, vi-

Suzanne M. Davis Memorial Award for service to SETC, which is

sion and organizational structure.

given annually to say “thank you” to an individual who has, over

Since 1991, Litsey has been a professor of theatre at Birmingham-

the years, given time to better the organization and support the

Southern College in Alabama. He is also a working playwright whose

educational and professional goals of SETC.

plays have been produced around the country and internationally.

At the banquet, a series of seemingly ambiguous questions and

He is a member of Actors’ Equity Association and the Dramatists

their allusive answers led to the award’s presentation to Litsey,

Guild of America. Litsey is the proud father of Trevor and Rosalind,

recognizing his noble and significant contributions year after year.

and he lives in Birmingham with his wife, Diane.

As Rich summed it up, “we paid homage to Alan’s child-like wonder

All his friends in SETC congratulate Alan Litsey on his recognition

and excitement in accepting challenges most of us would avoid like

as this year’s Suzanne Davis Award recipient. His strong work ethic,

the plague.”

his curiosity and his willingness to give to SETC make him a most

Litsey’s involvement in SETC began in 1998, when he served as
Alabama state representative. As he became more involved, Litsey’s
work for SETC often revolved around his passion for playwriting.
30 x Southern Theatre x Summer 2015

worthy recipient. And I am proud to call Alan Litsey my friend.
“Happy day, friend!” n
- Pat Gagliano

2015 SETC Young Scholars Award Winners
Graduate Winner: Elizabeth Bernhardt, The Effect of Acting on Actors
Elizabeth Bernhardt is

psychological makeup of actors, including

affects them. Also included is an examina-

pursuing an MFA in

traits such as empathy, social anxiety, and

tion of the methods used by actor Heath

acting at the Univer-

an almost missionary zeal for their work. It

Ledger to prepare for his role as The Joker in

sity of Alabama.

dives into the reasons that people get into

Christopher Nolan’s film The Dark Knight,

Abstract: What hap-

the acting profession in the first place, and

and the ramifications of that process in his

pens to actors when

how they tend to identify closely with their

personal life. In a 2013 Rolling Stone inter-

they act? Was Plato

work in a way that those working in more

view, Bryan Cranston said, “I don’t have

correct when he mused that “imitations …

conventional professions do not. In addi-

the luxury of total objectivity. When you

at length grow into habits and become a

tion, this paper takes a look at interviews

play a character, he’s in your skin. You are

second nature”? Why does there seem to be

with actors such as Breaking Bad’s Bryan

him.” This is an exploration of how actors

a blurring of the lines of identity when ac-

Cranston, Dame Judi Dench, Ralph Fiennes

can maintain their health while doing great

tors take on characters? “The Effect of Act-

and Ingrid Bergman, to explore why actors

work. The big question is, how does an ac-

ing on Actors” draws from research on the

do what they do and how that work in turn

tor’s character affect his or her character? n

Undergraduate Winner: Shannon Savard, Women’s Theatre Group: Disrupting the Patriarchy since 1973
Shannon Savard is a

tions of women. Even the venues in which

excluded from both the world of theatre

senior double major in

the performances took place were designed

and the public forum. From every angle of

English literature and

to make WTG’s work – and by extension

their company organization and strategies

theatre at Hobart and

the politically charged conversations that

of production, Women’s Theatre Group

William Smith Col-

ensued afterward – available to women,

disrupted and rearranged the patriarchal

leges in Geneva, NY.

particularly working class women, who

structures of British theatre to ensure that

Abstract: Out of

were previously pushed to the margins or

women’s voices would be heard. n

the culture of the Women’s Liberation
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WORDS, WORDS, WORDS . . .
Editor: Scott Phillips
Words, words, words … [Hamlet II,ii] reviews books on theatre that have a connection to the Southeast or may be of special interest to SETC
members. Scott Phillips, an associate professor at Auburn University, edits this regular column. If you have a book for review, please send to:
SETC, Book Editor, 1175 Revolution Mill Drive, Studio 14, Greensboro, NC 27405.

Bertolt Brecht: A Literary Life
by Stephen Parker
2014; Bloomsbury; www.bloomsbury.com
ISBN-13: 978-1408155622 ISBN-10: 1408155621
Pages: 704. Price: $30 (hardcover or softcover on Amazon)
by Bill Gelber

A

renaissance in Brecht studies is

surprises is the amount of Brecht’s poetry

taking place, with a number of major

Parker includes. Brecht used the form

works published in the last two years.

constantly: to communicate with friends,

Stephen Parker’s Bertolt Brecht: A Literary

to note important theoretical ideas, to

Life, the first major English biography of

document his day-to-day activities and

the German icon in 20 years, is essential

feelings, to woo those he loved, and to

reading as Brecht continues to influence our

mourn their passing.

theatrical vocabulary. Drawing on the many

Brecht was not a saint, and Parker does

sources that have come to light in the last

not gloss over the troubled relationships

two decades, Parker explores the world in

Brecht had with the women in his life.

Brecht’s ideas about how theatre should

which Brecht developed, the points in his

Helene Weigel was ready to leave her

be produced, and Brecht’s productions

story where his theories were introduced,

husband on a number of occasions because

made them both world-famous theatrical

his various motives for writing, and the

of his philandering, which he continued

practitioners who continue to influence

mark he ultimately made on the 20th and

into the last year of his life. At the same

theatre today.

21st centuries.

time, ultimately their partnership was

Parker gives us a marvelous book

In a sense, Parker ’s 704-page book

historic. Her creation of his characters

worth dipping into again and again, and

is a response to John Fuegi’s Brecht and

Mother Courage and Pelagea Vlassova (in

paints a masterful portrait of a troubled

Company, which was extremely critical of

The Mother) was instrumental in realizing

but brilliant and fascinating figure. Anyone
who has an interest in why the theatre is

Brecht. Fuegi depicts Brecht as a plagiarizer
who relied on the brilliance of his female
collaborators/lovers, supposedly stealing
major portions of their work as his own.
This ignores a number of major points, not
the least of which is that Brecht was a stylist
who changed the German language: no one
could write like Brecht.
One of Parker’s major theses is that
Brecht was living on borrowed time. A
victim of ill health throughout his life,
Brecht fought his body’s constant rebellion
and predicted he would die too young,
which he did at the age of 58, just seven
years after he had realized his dream of
creating the Berliner Ensemble theatre
company. One of the book’s pleasant
32 x Southern Theatre x Summer 2015

Other New Books on Brecht
A History of the Berliner Ensemble,
Brecht in Practice, and Berliner
Ensemble Adaptations,
all written by David Barnett
Brecht on Theatre, third edition, as

the way it is today, how it was changed
by Brecht’s writings and practices, or why
Bertolt Brecht continues to be an important
theatrical and literary figure will find
Parker’s book useful. This book helps us
understand much more clearly why Brecht
was Brecht and what that meant for the
history of theatre. n

well as a new companion volume,
Brecht on Performance,
edited by Marc Silbermann
Bertolt Brecht: Love Poems,
translated by David Constantine
and Tom Kuhn

Bill Gelber is an associate
professor and production
coordinator at Texas Tech
University, where he recently
received the university’s
President’s Mid-Career
Achievement Award. He is
a member of the Editorial Board of Southern
Theatre.
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